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Plan

> 9 – 10:15: Behavioral tools for evaluating insurance 
products
o Glenn Harrison

> 10:30 – 11:45 Experimental methods applied to 
insurance demand
o Todd Swarthout

> 12 – 12:30: Results from the experiment, and open 
discussion of lessons for field evaluations of products
o Everyone



Different inferential objectives

> Selling more of the “same” product
o Is “take-up” or “profit” the metric?
o Short-term or long-term profit?

> Designing new products

> Evaluating welfare effects for cost-benefit analysis
o Cost-benefit analysis is not cost effectiveness
o Includes distributional effects (who wins and loses)

> Designing better insurance policies



Why worry about behavioral economics?

> What are the core behavioral “moving parts” in decisions 
about risk management and insurance?
o Risk preferences

 Diminishing marginal utility
 Probability pessimism
 Loss aversion

o Time preferences
 Degree of impatience
 Exponential or “hyperbolicky”?

o Subjective beliefs
 Risk, uncertainty and ambiguity
 Are beliefs updated “rationally” using Bayes Rule?

> These are hard to measure without experiments



Connection to insurance

> The basic insurance contract
o I give you money now and you promise to pay me something if 

some bad things happen to me in the future

> Connections
o Obviously risk attitudes play a role
o Impatience plays a role
o Subjective beliefs of risk play a role

 Subjective risk of the “bad thing” occurring
 Do these get revised irrationally if the “bad thing” does not occur in 

one year?
 Also the subjective risk of the company not honoring the contract



Two types of insight from behavior

> One is just to understand the demand for the product
o What are the risk attitudes?
o What are the time preferences?
o What are the subjective beliefs (over time)?

> Another is to identify ways to improve decisions
o What if risk attitudes are not “rational”?
o What if time preferences are not “rational”?
o What if subjective beliefs are not “rational”?

> These matter depending on who the client is
o Companies can exploit errors and biases in decisions
o NGOs and governments should not do this



Why focus just on product “take up”?

> Easy to measure, but is it the only thing of interest?

> Obviously not of interest at all if we care about the 
expected welfare of using the product
o Take-up might be “irrational”
o Take-up might dissipate once heavy subsidies are removed
o Do we want to respect individual preferences and beliefs?

> Surely it is of interest to companies …
o Yes: you have to sell product to make a profit
o No: short-term take-up often following by heavy attrition

> Key role for behavioral insights here



Behavioral risk management

> Accounting for risk

> Portfolio choice

> Insurance

> Self-protection and self-insurance

> Search behavior and the value of information

> Updating risk perceptions and learning

> Real and financial options

> Traded and non-traded risks



Implications

> Lots of ways to manage risk
o Combinations of portfolios, contracts, own choices

> Not just financial, or using market instruments
o Financial risk management and operational risk management

> Need to look at the “whole picture”
o If you study the demand for insurance in isolation from the whole 

picture of risk management you get a distorted view
o Especially true in developing countries with fewer formal tools for 

risk management 



Behavioral economics

> Originated in experimental economics
o Testing economic theory, especially market equilibrium and 

models of risk preferences and time preferences
o Estimating economic models
o Lab and field, as complements

> Moved into being any non-standard modeling
o Often a superficial nod to “facts” about behavior
o Often contrasted with straw men: “homo economicus”?
o Behavioral finance is a different breed again

> Beware of behaviorists bearing easy insights
o Todd will give us some examples from insurance



Types of experiments

> Types of experiments
o Thought experiments
o Lab experiments
o Artefactual, framed or natural field experiments
o Social experiments
o Natural experiments 



Types of experiments

> Types of experiments
o Thought experiments
o Lab experiments
o Artefactual, framed or natural field experiments
o Social experiments
o Natural experiments 

All can use
randomization



Randomized Control Trials (RCTs)

> Very popular again
o On a good day, allows strong causal statements
o Usually associated with seductive slogans: “what works”

> Limitations
o Some stuff cannot be randomized
o Cost effectiveness of one issue, not cost-benefit analysis
o Only causal statements about observables
o Only looks at average effects

 Ignores the tails, and “winners” and “losers” that net out
o Scaling up, since N  → 1
o Sample selection/attrition issues (e.g., randomization bias)



Conclusions

> Behavior plays a key role describing insurance decisions
o Gives us a structural understanding of insurance purchases 

> Behavior underlies the evaluation of insurance decisions
o Welfare evaluation: the expected consumer surplus
o Welfare evaluation: are observed decisions “rational”?
o Long-term profitability, and profitability of new products

> Three key components of behavior
o Risk attitudes, time preferences, and subjective beliefs

> Central role of experiments
o Lab and field experiments


